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When the Labour party formed the new government in 1997, mi-
nisters vowed to turn around the social decline that afflicted ma-
ny parts of Britain. Labour’s 13 years saw massive building pro-
grammes, including the ambitious Building Schools for the Fu-
ture (BSF) programme, as well as many other new schools fun-
ded by local authorities. BSF got off to a slow start, and has now 
been scrapped by the new Coalition Government. Still, across 
the country, through BSF and non-BSF projects, there are now – 
though admittedly, small in number – a new generation of buil-
dings pointing the way towards a 21st century sustainable 
school architecture in the UK. 
Sandal Magna in the outskirts of the West Yorkshire city, Wake-
field is a case in point. Designed by Sarah Wigglesworth Ar-
chitects, the primary school was commissioned in 2005 by Wa-
kefield Council, and opened in September 2010. With costs ri-
sing during the economic boom, the project finally came within 
budget after a second tender process following the financial 
meltdown. The design actually dates from 2003, when Wiggles-
worth participated in the Government’s “Exemplar Design” re-
search initiative, in which 11 architectural practices developed a 
set of conceptual schools, to inspire the then nascent school 
building programmes. Today,  unlike several of the other exemp-
lars, with Sandal Magna, SWA have succeeded in realising a 
version of their original ‘Big Rug’ design.
Known for a playful bricolaging of the unexpected and imagina-
tive uses of materials in earlier projects, the Wigglesworth practi-
ce have played it relatively straight with Sandal Magna, although 
the result remains unique and thought-provoking. The whole 
community were very clear that the design was to fit into the lo-
cal “very bricky” neighbourhood. As a response Wigglesworth 
and project architect, Mark Hadden, developed a design of 
three linear buildings, divided into nursery and social space; 
staff, community and kitchen areas; and classrooms with ancilla-
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ry teaching space. This multiple strip form, Wigglesworth belie-
ves, worked well on site: “It’s very open and also allowed us to 
delineate areas.”

The school as a teaching tool
Having already instigated green school programmes, the 
school's energetic head teacher, Julia Simpson, was enthusias-
tic to see how a whole new school could build on this concept. 
Given the sustainability agenda, the architects wanted to explo-
re how the buildings could showcase sustainability in action, 
using them as learning and teaching tools. They had become 
aware of cross-laminated timber, and proposed using this mate-
rial in combination with brickwork, a hybrid yet to be explored. 
Although the Council were initially cautious about using what 
was still, in 2007, an unfamiliar construction, Wigglesworth and 
Hadden received the green light after a cost comparison show-
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1  Inside view of the hall
2  Access zone with the classroom wing on the left and the hall on the right
3  Site plan  Scale 1:2000
4  General view with the clock tower on the right
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ed that prices between cross-laminated and conventional timber 
construction were highly comparable. The architects began de-
veloping an expressed aesthetic for the buildings, using expo-
sed brick cross-walls, and cross-laminated timber roofs, walls 
and small extensioms. This also meant exposing the services in 
classrooms. “We wanted to make the services fun by putting the 
pipe-runs on display”, says Wigglesworth. 
Both brick and KLH panels are deployed most effectively in the 
main hall, where the brickwork’s simple, though striking perfora-
tions break up one face, absorbing sound, while creating a 
mottled, dappling effect. Looking up, the ceiling's entire 18.5 
metre span is achieved in massive wood; the effect is a calming, 
reflective heart to the school. From this centre, the separate 
classroom buildings are joined by glazed links overlooking a se-
quence of smaller spaces, including the library and computer 
rooms for children to use. These are not rooms, rather spaces 

integrated into the school’s overall circulatory design. The class-
rooms, in turn, lead out into partially enclosed, partially open li-
near play areas, the equivalent to the yard spaces of the local 
rows of terraced housing. 
With the school now up-and-running, a proposal for a post-occu-
pancy research grant, developed and led by Sheffield University 
researchers, is currently under review. This aims to address an 
acknowledged weak spot in the new wave of sustainable 
schools: their actual performance. Alongside such conventional 
post occupancy evaluation (POE), the aim is to inform the basis 
for the new sustainable curriculum which, the head, Simpson, is 
planning. If the bid is approved, Sandal Magna could provide 
much needed understanding for integrating sustainable ar-
chitecture with that of the needs of environmental education. 
That would be a significant extra to a project which is already at 
the forefront of this first wave of British sustainable schools. 


